The solar wind, a supersonic plasma flow continuously emanating from the Sun, governs the space environment in a vast region extending to the boundary of the heliosphere (9100 AU). Precise understanding of the solar wind is of importance not only because it will satisfy scientific interest in an enigmatic astrophysical phenomenon, but because it has broad impacts on relevant fields. Interplanetary scintillation (IPS) of compact radio sources at meter to centimeter wavelengths serves as a useful ground-based method for investigating the solar wind. IPS measurements of the solar wind at a frequency of 327 MHz have been carried out regularly since the 1980s using the multi-station system of the Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory (STEL) of Nagoya University. This paper reviews new aspects of the solar wind revealed from our IPS observations.
Introduction
The Sun's upper atmosphere is continually expanding into interplanetary space to form the solar wind, which is a hot, tenuous supersonic outflow of magnetized plasma with a speed of 3009750 km/s. The solar wind dominates a vast region around the Sun, and creates a bubble in the interstellar medium known as the heliosphere. The boundary of the heliosphere is expected to be at 9100 AU from the Sun, therefore all solar system planets are engulfed in the solar wind. The existence of the solar wind was theoretically modeled in 1958, 1) and verified by direct measurements with Luna 2 in 1959. 2) Since then, basic properties of the solar wind have been extensively investigated using direct (in situ) and indirect (remote sensing) methods. Despite the wealth of observational data compiled so far, many fundamental questions concerning the solar wind remain unsettled. The origin and acceleration mechanism of the solar wind is the most enigmatic issue among them, and there is no established theory which fully accounts for the formation of the solar wind. A striking feature revealed from observations is that the solar wind ceaselessly varies on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. This enormous variability of the solar wind is known to deeply affect the Earth's upper atmosphere and space environment, sometimes resulting in serious damage on spaceborne and ground-based systems.
3),4) Therefore, reliable predictions of the solar wind condition are required for maintaining today's technology-dependent society, and the improvement of our understanding of the solar wind is important not only from the viewpoint of space plasma physics but also from the viewpoint of its influence on the Earth's environment.
Remote-sensing observations of the solar wind have been conducted for more than 3 decades at the Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory (STEL) of Nagoya University, using the interplanetary scintillation (IPS) method. 5) , 6) This project aims to elucidate the enigmas of the solar wind from observations of its 3-dimensional properties, which are inaccessible with in situ measurements. Various important aspects of the solar wind have been unveiled from STEL IPS observations. The present paper provides a brief review of those results. Here, I focus on recent results which have been obtained from IPS studies after the mid-1990s, when improved observations with innovative methods for data analysis became available at STEL. The outline of this paper is as follows: section 2 describes the STEL multi-station IPS system dedicated to solar wind observations. Section 3 describes the 3-dimensional solar wind structure revealed from the computerassisted tomography (CAT) analysis of STEL IPS data. Sections 4 and 5 address the origin and acceleration mechanism of the solar wind using a combined analysis of IPS and coronal magnetic field data. Sections 6 and 7 show the short-term and longterm evolution of the solar wind as disclosed from STEL IPS observations. The summary is given in section 8.
IPS observations with 327-MHz multi-station system
Small-scale (9100 km) electron density irregularities in the solar wind diffract radio waves from a celestial source with a compact diameter (usually less than 1 arc second), producing random fluctuations in the wave intensity observed on the ground with a time scale of 1 second or shorter. This phenomenon is called interplanetary scintillation (IPS), and has long been used since its discovery as an effective tool for probing the solar wind plasma. 7), 8) The flow velocities have been derived from simultaneous observations of IPS at multiple stations under the assumption that density irregularities in the solar wind drift at the speed of the bulk motion (the so-called frozen-in hypothesis). 5),9),10) The large-scale density distribution in the solar wind has been determined from IPS observations, since density fluctuations ("N e ) are approximately proportional to the density.
11) The important point to note is that IPS observations provide global information on the solar wind if many radio sources are used. 12),13) Furthermore, IPS observations provide not only macroscopic information of the solar wind plasma, but also reveal its microscopic properties such as the spectral shape and anisotropy of density turbulence, and its dissipation process.
14)-16)
Multi-station IPS measurements of the solar wind have been conducted regularly over more than three decades at the Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory (STEL) of Nagoya University using the UHF radio-telescope array, which is composed of large antennas at Toyokawa, Fuji, Sugadaira, and Kiso 6),17) (see Table 1 ). The locations of the antenna sites, which are shown in Fig. 1 , were selected to form a set of baselines comparable to the Fresnel scale (9150 km for 327 MHz). Such a baseline configuration yields a good correlation between IPS data at the separated stations for any flow directions. The observation frequency of 327 MHz (wavelength: 92 cm) is optimal for surveying the inner heliosphere, since it enables us to probe the solar wind plasma between 90.1 AU and 1 AU. Figure 2 shows the IPS antenna at Fuji, having a large-aperture asymmetric parabolic cylinder reflector. The dimension of the reflector is 100 m in east-west and 20 m in northsouth. A low-noise phased array receiver installed on the Fuji antenna enables observation with IPS for 30-40 scintillating sources a day. Specifications of IPS antennas at Sugadaira and Kiso are basically the same as those at Fuji, although there are many minor differences among them. STEL IPS observations at 327 MHz began in 1983 with three stations at Toyokawa, Fuji, and Sugadaira, and the IPS antenna at Kiso was added to the observation system in 1993. Four-station IPS observations, which provide more reliable estimates of the solar wind speed, had been carried out until 2006, when the Toyokawa antenna was closed in order to upgrade it to a larger system with a higher sensitivity. Figure 3 shows the IPS antenna at Toyokawa, which is called the Solar Wind Imaging Facility (SWIFT). 18) This antenna, a median transit radio telescope with a pair of asymmetrical parabolic cylinder reflectors and a 192 elements phased array receiver, has the best performance of our four antennas (see Table 1 ). IPS observations with SWIFT began in 2008, and multi-station IPS data collected simultaneously with SWIFT were available starting in 2010. Note that IPS data at Toyokawa (i.e., SWIFT) are collected on a daily basis throughout the year, whereas those at other stations are interrupted during winter because of heavy snowfall. The solar wind speeds are derived from a cross-correlation analysis of multi-station IPS data, and the scintillation levels are calculated from the power spectra of IPS data at a given station. Those IPS data are freely available on the internet via our web site (http://stsw1.stelab.nagoya-u.ac.jp).
Tomographic reconstruction of 3D solar wind structure
Although IPS observations provide global information of the solar wind, it must be kept in mind that they are a line-of-sight (LOS) integration of the actual values obtained through the 3D solar wind structure. This LOS integration effect is known to bias IPS data and to blur fine features. We have developed the computer-assisted tomography (CAT) method to deconvolve LOS integration of IPS data and to retrieve the intrinsic solar wind distribution. 19 )-22) At present, various versions of the IPS CAT method are available, including the multi-step CAT, 23) two-reference-sphere CAT, 24) time-sequence CAT, 25) MHD-IPS tomography, 26) and time-dependent tomography. 27) Figure 4 demonstrates how the IPS CAT method can retrieve the solar wind structure in the synoptic map. The upper map is derived from STEL IPS observations for Carrington rotations (CRs) 1909-1913 (April to September 1996), using the classical technique in which the point closest to the Sun on a line-of-sight is used as a reference point of the data (the so-called P-point assumption). In this map, solar wind speeds at high latitudes are lower than 700 km/s, inconsistent with those measured by Ulysses. This discrepancy is ascribed to the LOS integration effect. The lower map presents the result of the CAT analysis for the same IPS data as used in the upper map. We find from the map that the solar wind emanating from the high latitude region has speeds faster than 700 km/s, and that sharp boundaries exist between polar fast and equatorial slow winds. These features are consistent with Ulysses Three-dimensional exploration of the solar wind using observations of interplanetary scintillation No. 2] observations, suggesting that the LOS integration effect is removed by the CAT method. Figure 5 displays a direct comparison between Ulysses in situ measurements and the CAT analysis of IPS observations for CRs 1894-1896, corresponding to the period from April to June 1995 (blue dashed line).
23)
The solar wind speeds from Ulysses and IPS measurements are plotted as a function of heliographic latitude in the figure. It is clearly revealed from this figure that the solar wind is composed of high-and low-speed streams distributed over the poles and equator, respectively, and that the IPS data are in a good agreement with in situ measurements by Ulysses for the period of September 1994 to July 1995 (red dashed line). 28) Thus, the CAT analysis of IPS observations provides global data of the solar wind that are as reliable as in situ measurements. Moreover, it may be concluded that the velocity gradient and north-south asymmetry found in the polar fast wind by Ulysses represent intrinsically stable structures, not temporal changes, since they are consistent with IPS observations taken over a much shorter period than the Ulysses poleto-pole fast scan (10 months). These structures are considered to reflect the dependence of the solar wind speed on the magnetic field configuration at the source region.
Sources of the solar wind
The source region of the solar wind can be identified by tracing the coronal magnetic field line from the photosphere to the source surface, since the corona is dominated by a low-O plasma. Figure 6 demonstrates the coronal magnetic field lines computed from magnetograph observations at Kitt Peak using the potential field model. 29) The source surface map of the solar wind speed derived from STEL IPS observations is also indicated in the upper plot of the figure. It is clearly shown here that the fast wind at high latitudes is closely associated with polar coronal holes where the magnetic field is open, and also that the slow wind at the equator is mostly linked to either the boundary region of polar coronal holes or the isolated low-latitude coronal holes.
What we have discovered from a detailed comparison between coronal magnetic fields and IPS observations is that there is another source region for solar winds with a very low speed such as <350 km/s. 30) Figure 7 shows magnetic potentialfield lines calculated from Kitt Peak observations, and the solar wind speed map on the source surface from STEL IPS observations. In this figure, open field lines corresponding to the very low speed region originate from the vicinity of the closed loops (active regions). Thus, the source region of the very low speed wind is located in the vicinity of the active regions, consistent with plasma outflows observed by Hinode X-ray imaging.
31) The very low speed of this solar wind is considered to be a consequence of rapid areal divergence of the magnetic flux tube at a rate faster than radial expansion. The very low speed wind is found to have different characteristics of helium abundance and variances in solar wind properties, which distinguishes it from other regions of slow solar winds. 32) Our IPS observations show that the solar wind density fluctuation level "N e for V < 350 km/s tends to drop below the empirical relation "N e / V !0.5 , where V is the solar wind speed.
33) The abnormally-low density (90.1 cm !3 ) plasma observed in 1999 and 2002 was associated with very low speed flow from a source located in the vicinity of an active region. 34) , 35) These facts may be ascribed to the different source conditions of this solar wind. Similar low-speed winds have been identified from the CAT analysis of our IPS observations over the pole at solar maximum, when the polar coronal hole shrinks in size before and after its disappearance. 36) , 37) This polar low-speed wind is associated with a super radially expanding field into interplanetary space, as is the case of the activeregion associated low-speed wind. Thus, the configuration of the coronal magnetic field plays an important role in determining the solar wind acceleration (further discussion in the next section). A scenario to systematically account for the relation between the solar wind and its source region has been proposed under the hypothesis of the fluxdivergence-dependent acceleration model. 32) 5. Acceleration mechanism of the solar wind While the detailed mechanism that accelerates the solar wind remains elusive, it is certain that the Sun's magnetic field plays an important role in it. 38) An inverse relationship has been reported to exist between the terminal solar wind speed V and the areal expansion rate f of magnetic flux tubes from earlier surveys; i.e., V / 1/f. 29),39), 40) We found an empirical relationship which connects V and the physical property of the coronal magnetic field more closely. 41) ,42) Figure 8 shows a correlation between V and B/f, where B is the photospheric magnetic field intensity. The solar wind speed data are obtained from STEL IPS observations, and the parameter B/f is from the calculation of a potential field using Kitt Peak magnetograph observations. A high degree of positive correlation is demonstrated between V and B/f. Moreover, we found that this correlation is better than that between V and 1/f. Our result provides an important implication concerning the solar wind acceleration mechanism. A theoretical explanation for V / B/f has been given using the Alfven wave driven solar wind model. 43) The radial dependence of the solar wind speed also provides important information for gaining insight into the solar wind acceleration mechanism. We have investigated the radial gradient of the speed of high-latitude fast solar wind in the distance range of 0.13-0.9 AU using the two-reference sphere CAT analysis of STEL IPS observations. 24) As a result, a small but measurable increase in the solar wind speed, 19 ' 17 km/s, is detected between 0.13-0.3 AU and 0.3-0.9 AU. This result suggests that the fast wind is accelerated almost to its terminal speed within 20 Rs, but that the acceleration is not fully complete at this solar distance, and continues beyond 30 Rs.
3D Properties of interplanetary disturbances associated with CMEs
The coronal mass ejection (CME) is known as a solar driver of significant disturbances in the interplanetary and near-Earth space environments. 44 ), 45) Since these disturbances cause hazardous conditions for space systems and ground-based facilities, reliable predictions of a CME's arrival at Earth and its magnitude are needed to reduce their risks.
3) However, our current understanding of CME and its interplanetary counterpart (ICME) is insufficient for making reliable space weather predictions. In particular, the 3D structure and radial evolution of ICMEs are poorly understood, owing to the shortage of global observations for transient solar wind features. IPS serves as a useful tool for studying 3D properties of ICMEs, since it can produce a sky map of the solar wind on a daily basis if one collects data for many lines-of-sight regularly. 12) Figure 9 (right) and (left) shows a sky projection map of g-values derived from STEL IPS observations and the LASCO C3 coronagraph image, respectively, for the CME event on July 10, 2000.
46) The g-value, which is given by g F "S/ÁSð"Þ (where "S is the observed scintillation level and ÁSð"Þ is the mean level for the source at solar elongation C), represents relative variation of "N e along a LOS, and it abruptly enhances when highly turbulent plasma associated with an ICME crosses the LOS. As shown in the figure, a bright CME was observed with LASCO on the northeast limb of the Sun on July 10, 2000, and clear enhancements in g-value (g > 1.5) were detected in the northeast quadrant of the Sun-centered sky plane from STEL IPS observations made about one day after the CME occurrence. The g-value enhancements form an arc-shaped structure, which matches well with a radial extension of the LASCO CME image. The arc-shaped g-value enhancements can be explained by compressed plasma associated with the leading edge of a bubble-shaped ICME travelling between the Sun and the Earth's orbit. Thus, the sky-plane distribution of g-value enhancements provides useful information for inferring the 3D morphology of the ICME, and the variety of enhanced g-value distribution reflects differences in the ICME structure. 47 ), 48) We have reconstructed the intrinsic 3D form of an ICME from a deconvolution analysis of g-value data. In this analysis, a kinematic model of an ICME is fit to IPS observations by calculating simulated g-values from LOS integration. 49 ),50) The 3D reconstructions of the ICME have been compared with in situ and white-light measurements. 51),52) An interesting feature revealed from this analysis is a loopshaped high-"N e structure, which is often observed in Earth-directed (so-called "halo" 53) ) CME events. Figure 10 shows a sky projection map of g-values observed for the July 14, 2000 halo CME event, and the loop-shaped structure reconstructed with the model fitting analysis. 49) These reconstructions are shown to approximately follow the time-dependent reconstructions from the UCSD group. 54 ), 55) The axis orientation of the loop-shaped structure was found to be generally consistent with that of the magnetic flux rope associated with the ICME. 49 ),52),56) This fact suggests that this structure may be formed through the interaction between the magnetic flux rope and the background solar wind; i.e., its origin is the compressed ambient solar wind. Nevertheless, observational evidence showing another origin for the loop-shaped structure has been reported from simultaneous IPS and white-light observations of the interplanetary disturbance associated with the intense halo CME event on October 28, 2003. 52),57) The observations suggest that the high-"N e loop observed in this event was more likely to represent the dense plasma ejected into the interplanetary medium from the corona rather than the compressed plasma of the interaction region. The high density within this loop is attributed to solar prominence associated with the CME eruption, suggesting that a portion of the magnetic flux rope contains dense coronal material. 57) Clearly these results provide important observational constraints for modeling the 3D ICME structure and its formation process. STEL IPS observations have been used to study the radial evolution of CME speed during propagation, which is key knowledge for predicting space weather at Earth. Figure 11 exhibits the radial variation of CME speed for various events by combining data from LASCO, STEL IPS, and nearEarth in situ measurements. 58) As is evident from this figure, fast (slow) CMEs decelerate (accelerate) asymptotically to the ambient solar wind speed as they propagate through the solar wind. The deceleration or acceleration rates depend on the speed difference between CME and the ambient solar wind, and steep gradients of the speed change occur near the Sun. This suggests that the drag force via the interaction with the solar wind plays a crucial role in determining the propagation speed of CMEs. However, it should be noted that the radial evolution of CME speeds shows a significantly different profile for some events. A combined study of IPS observations at STEL and Ooty (India) for the July 14, 2000 CME event revealed a two-step deceleration profile which is composed of a flat slope for <0.5 AU and a steeper fall for >0.5 AU. 59) This implies that a driving agent acts on the CME travelling in the interplanetary medium to counterbalance the drag effect by 7. Solar cycle variation of the solar wind structure
Long-term IPS observations have shown that the 3D structure of the solar wind changes drastically with the solar activity cycle. Early studies using IPS observations in cycle 21 have revealed a close association of the slow wind with the large-scale magnetic neutral line and also disclosed the marked growth of fast solar winds over the poles when solar activity was low.
61)-63) Figure 12 demonstrates the evolution of the solar wind speed distribution derived from STEL IPS observations between 1991 and 2000; i.e., between the maxima of cycles 22 and 23. A systematic change of the speed distribution with the solar cycle is clearly revealed in this figure. We quantitatively investigated the solar cycle change of the solar wind structure during cycles 22 and 23 using STEL IPS observations. 64) Figure 13 demonstrates the year-by-year variation in the fractional area on the source surface corresponding to five different solar wind speed groups between 1985 and 2009. CAT analysis is employed here to determine the distribution of the solar wind speed on the source surface. The upper, middle, and lower panels in the figure correspond to data for all latitudes, high latitudes (|lat| > 70°), and low latitudes (|lat| < 10°), respectively. A clear dependence on solar wind speed is apparent in IPS data for all latitudes (upper panel of Fig. 13 ). The fast (slow) wind area increases as the solar activity declines (rises), and reaches a peak at solar minimum (maximum). We note that fractional areas of the intermediate-speed solar wind remain mostly unchanged over two cycles. The response of the solar wind distribution to the solar cycle depends on the heliographic latitude. The high-latitude solar wind (middle panel of Fig. 13 ) is dominated by fast speed streams except for a few years around the solar maximum. In contrast, slow speed wind largely prevails at low latitudes during the entire period (lower panel of Fig. 13 ). This solar cycle dependence of the solar wind distribution is closely linked to the evolution of the Sun's large-scale magnetic field. Figure 14 shows correlations between polar magnetic fields, which represent the axial dipole moment of the Sun, and factional areas of fast (left) or slow (right) winds. The polar field data were obtained from magnetograph measurements at the Wilcox Solar Observatory, 65) and the yearly means of smoothed field strengths observed in the north and south are used to correlate with the IPS data. As shown in the figure, fast (slow) wind areas have a positive (negative) correlation with polar fields. The correlation coefficients for fast and slow winds are 0.74 and !0.65, respectively. Such strong control of the polar fields on the solar wind distribution is considered to occur through the formation of coronal holes over the poles. The important point to note in this figure is that IPS data after 2005 follow a slightly different track in the correlation diagram. This may be ascribed to the peculiarity of the recent solar activity. 66) Many peculiar aspects of the solar activity have been reported for the last (cycle 23/24) minimum; i.e., an extremely long spotless condition, weaker polar field strength, and a significant reduction in the solar wind dynamic pressure have been observed in the last minimum. 67) Our IPS observations have revealed that the solar wind speed distribution at the last minimum is greatly different from that at the previous minimum. 68) As demonstrated in Fig. 13 , low-latitude fast wind areas at the last minimum are significantly larger than those at the previous (cycle 22/23) minimum, and this is consistent with a prominent growth of equatorial coronal holes at the last minimum. 69) We also note that high-latitude fast wind areas at the last minimum are smaller than those in the previous minimum. 64) Another different feature revealed from our IPS observations is a gradual drop in the solar wind density turbulence level after the declining phase of cycle 23.
13), 70) This drop occurs globally, but is observed more conspicuously at low latitudes. This is consistent with a prominent growth of fast winds and coronal holes at low latitude for the last minimum, 69) and is also consistent with a reduction of the solar wind dynamic pressure 67) if "N e is proportional to the solar wind bulk density. Our finding supports the speculation that the heliosphere is shrinking. 67), 71) In general, our IPS observations demonstrate that the 3D structure of the solar wind undergoes a drastic change in response to the peculiar solar dynamo activity.
Summary
The 3D properties of the solar wind, which are inaccessible to in situ measurements, have been investigated using our IPS observations and the CAT method. The close relation disclosed between the global solar wind distribution and coronal magnetic fields suggests that the coronal magnetic field plays a crucial role in accelerating the solar wind. We found that the very-low-speed (V < 350 km/s) solar wind emanates from the open flux areas in the vicinity of active regions. This solar wind source is characterized by extremely large superradial expansion of flux tubes. Such a magnetic field configuration is a key factor for producing very-lowspeed streams, and it may be responsible for the formation of rarefied plasma and reduced turbulence, although a further study is needed to confirm this. We also demonstrated that the polar fast solar wind almost reaches its terminal speed by 20 Rs, but a small acceleration continues beyond 30 Rs. This fact places an important observational constraint on The in situ speeds of the ICME and the background solar wind are determined as the average solar wind speeds over the ICME interval and between the CME occurrence and the arrival of the ICME leading edge at 1AU, respectively. This figure is adopted from Iju et al. (2012).
58)
Three-dimensional exploration of the solar wind using observations of interplanetary scintillation No. 2] theoretical models of the solar wind acceleration. The 3D morphology and propagation of ICMEs in the solar wind have been revealed from our IPS observations. The loop-shaped structure identified from our g-value data provides an important implication on the radial evolution of ICMEs. The deceleration or acceleration profiles of ICMEs observed between the Sun and 1 AU suggest that drag force via interaction with the ambient solar wind is a dominant agent for controlling their propagation. The two-step deceleration observed for an intense ICME event, on the other hand, may suggest that continuous injection of driving energy can occur. These results are useful for improving space weather predictions. Our IPS observations conducted over multiple cycles have clearly revealed that the global distribution of the solar wind undergoes a remarkable change with solar activity. This change is closely linked with polar field variation and is thus regarded as a manifestation of the solar dynamo activity. A significant difference in the global distribution of the solar wind exhibited in IPS observations between the last and previous minimum is considered to reflect the peculiar solar activity in the present cycle (cycle 24). Our IPS data suggest that a global reduction in the solar wind dynamic pressure is taking place in this cycle, consistent with the hypothesis of a shrinking heliosphere. This result provides valuable information for the exploration of the heliospheric boundary region, which is one of the cutting-edge research topics in space physics. Our view of the outer heliosphere is being revised by observations with Voyager 72) and IBEX, 73) and our IPS observations will be useful for developing this new view. Our IPS observations also provide important implications for understanding what happens in the Sun-Earth system during a greatly extended solar minimum. It is well-known that a cool climate occurred on the Earth during the prolonged spotless period in the 17th century (the so-called Maunder minimum 74) ). While the physical process connecting low solar activity and Earth's cool climate is an open question, evolution of the global solar wind structure is assumed to play a crucial role. Solar activity is predicted to stay at low levels in the current and even forthcoming cycles. Hence, we need to continue collecting IPS data in order to elucidate further evolution of the global solar wind structure and its specific role in the Sun-Earth connection. 
